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**WireRoom**: Model-guided Explorative Design of Abstract Wire Art

ZHIJIN YANG, Shenzhen University  
PENGFEI XU*, Shenzhen University  
HONGBO FU, City University of Hong Kong  
HUI HUANG, Shenzhen University

We present **WireRoom**, a computational framework for the intelligent design of abstract 3D wire art to depict a given 3D model. Our algorithm generates a set of 3D wire shapes from the 3D model with informative, visually pleasing, and concise structures. It is achieved by solving a dynamic travelling salesman problem on the surface of the 3D model with a multi-path expansion approach. We introduce a novel explorative computational design procedure by taking the generated wire shapes as candidates, avoiding manual design of the wire shape structure. We compare our algorithm with a baseline method and conduct a user study to investigate the usability of the framework and the quality of the produced wire shapes. The results of the comparison and user study confirm that our framework is effective for producing informative, visually pleasing, and concise wire shapes.

Fig. 1. The wire shapes interactively designed with our **WireRoom** framework. All these wire shapes are with a single-wire structure. Bottom: the input models used for guiding the creation of these wire shapes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wire art is a special art form which adopts physical wires (e.g., metal wires) to represent 2D and 3D shapes, and is adopted for various purposes, e.g., decorative design. While the use of wires as primitive elements is a common nature of wire art, as shown in Figure 2, wire artworks created by different artists often exhibit different styles. For example, artists may use wires extensively to approximate the surface of a 3D model (e.g., the Deer created by Bud Bullivant\(^1\) in Figure 2 (left)), or use wires moderately to abstractly depict 3D and 2D shapes (e.g., the Deer created by Bud Bullivant\(^2\) in Figure 2 (middle) and the Cat created by Maria Szabo\(^3\) in Figure 2 (right)). Manual design and creation of these artworks require extensive effort of artists. A valuable question is can we assist wire art design with computational frameworks?

A few attempts have been made to address this question. For example, Zehnder et al. [2016] presented a framework for designing curve networks with a given curve pattern to approximate a 3D surface (e.g. similar to the Deer in Figure 2 (left)). Jarussi et al. [2015] proposed a framework to assist the design and fabrication of 2D wire art (e.g., similar to the Cat in Figure 2 (right)). While for designing a concise 3D wire artwork abstractly depicting a 3D content, e.g., the Deer created by Bud Bullivant, it still heavily depends on an artist’s creativity and professional skills.

Developing a computational framework for assisting the creation of desired abstract 3D wire artwork is a challenging task. Given a 3D content, e.g., a 3D model, it is nontrivial to generate a concise 3D wire with a simple structure, e.g., with a single-wire structure similar to the Deer in Figure 2 (middle). It might be easy to produce scattered 3D curves to depict a given 3D content with existing techniques, e.g., using line drawing rendering techniques [DeCarlo et al. 2003; Haralick 1983; Judd et al. 2007] to extract 3D curves from a given 3D model. However, it is unknown how to form a concise connected network with these 3D curves. Simply connecting these curves might result in a 3D curve network with a complex structure (see Figure 12). On the other hand, since a 3D wire artwork is an extremely abstracted representation of a 3D content, its shape is highly unconstrained and different people may have their own preferences during the creation (see the user-created wire shapes in the supplemental materials). It is challenging to generate desired wire artworks which satisfy the personal demand of users with a moderate amount of user intervention.

To address these problems, we present WireRoom, a computational framework for the design of abstract 3D wire art with a single-wire structure, as shown in Figure 1. Our contributions are two-fold: first, we propose an algorithm to automatically generate a set of 3D wire shapes from a 3D model with informative, visually pleasing, and concise structures. We formulate the wire shape generation procedure as a dynamic travelling salesmen problem (DTSP) [Punnen 2007] on the surface. To avoid heavy computation in finding the optimal solution and provide an adequate number of 3D wire shapes with satisfactory structures, we adopt a greedy strategy to find multiple path branches with an evaluation criteria which favors informative and concise paths. Second, we introduce a novel explorative computational design procedure. This procedure avoids manual design of the wire shape structure, the most sophisticated step when creating a wire artwork, and provides sufficient wire candidates to satisfy the personal preferences of different users. Users may select the most satisfied wire shape and perform subsequent interactive editing to create a desired wire artwork with our addition, erasure, and manipulation tools.

We have compared our automatic wire generation algorithm with a baseline solution and the results confirm the robustness of our algorithm. We conducted a user study to investigate the usability of our framework and the quality of the created wire shapes. Both the statistic data and user feedback suggest that our framework is effective for wire shape creation and the quality of wire shapes generated with our algorithm is comparable with or even superior to the manually designed ones by the user study participants. We also introduce a wire deformation procedure and provide a printed fabrication plan to ease manual realization of wire shapes with metal wires. A simple user test shows that such instructions reduce the user effort for the fabrication.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is not the first attempt to create wires or curves to depict a 3D content. Most of the existing works have focused on interactive creation of 3D curves. They may take 2D input with additional spatial constraints (e.g., 3D planes [Dorsey et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2018], 3D surfaces [Bae et al. 2008], 3D scaffolds [Schmidt et al. 2009], relations among curves [Xu et al. 2014]), 3D input with spatial positioning devices (e.g., hand-held controller [Rosales et al. 2019], mobile [Kwan and Fu 2019; Ye et al. 2021]), or 2D and 3D input combined in VR [Drey et al. 2020] and AR [Arora et al. 2018] configurations. For a more thorough review of such techniques, please refer to [Bhattacharjee and Chaudhuri 2020]. With these techniques, it is possible to create any desired 3D wire shapes. However, the interactive creation process heavily depends on the creative design and manual operations of users, making such tools not very friendly for ordinary users, particularly those with little training in art and...
design. In contrast, our framework is able to first provide a set of wire shape candidates from a reference 3D model, and need only a moderate amount of additional editing to obtain a desired wire shape.

Generating 3D curves or wires from a model is an interesting problem and a number of techniques have been proposed for various applications. Some works (e.g., ridges and valley [Haralick 1983], suggestive contour [DeCarlo et al. 2003], apparent ridges [Judd et al. 2007]) extract scattered curves on a 3D model surface to achieve non-photorealistic rendering effects. The curves extracted by these techniques can successfully convey the content of a given model in an abstract manner. But it is unclear how to form a connected curve with a concise structure. Instead of extracting scattered curve segments, more works have attempted to form curve networks on a 3D surface. The structure of the formed curve networks can be determined by exemplars [Chen et al. 2016; Dumas et al. 2015; Zehnder et al. 2016], or according to fabrication means (e.g., robotic arm [Huang et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2020], 5DOF wireframe printer [Wu et al. 2016], standard FDM 3D printer [Mueller et al. 2014], manual weaving [Tao et al. 2017; Vekhter et al. 2019]). In addition, some works decompose a 3D surface into patches with curve networks as micro structures [Garg et al. 2014; Malomo et al. 2018]. The curves or wires in these techniques are employed extensively to form relatively dense structures, which are distinct from abstract wire structures produced by our framework.

Several works have attempted to extract abstract curve networks or wire shapes from 3D shapes. The extracted abstract curve networks can be considered as an alternative representation of 3D models. For example, De Goes et al. [2011] presented a method to extract abstract curve networks from 3D shapes by combining shape segmentation and approximation. Gori et al. [2017] introduced an algorithm for extracting descriptive compact curve networks from free-form man-made shapes. Instead of being special representations of 3D shapes, the extracted abstract curve networks can also be utilized for shape processing, e.g. shape abstraction [Mehra et al. 2009] or manipulation [Gal et al. 2009]. Some abstract wire shapes are extracted or created with the consideration of physical fabrication. For example, Miguel et al. [2016] proposed a method for designing abstract wire shapes composed of interlocking planar wires. Liu et al. [2017b] presented WireFab, a framework for modeling and fabricating 3D content in mixed forms including abstract wires. Wang et al. [2019] presented a framework to help the design and fabrication of abstract wire shapes by 3D printing a model with grooves on the surface. Although these works can help to extract abstract wire shapes from 3D shapes, none of them guarantees to produce a single-wire structure.

The most related works to ours might be [Iarussi et al. 2015] and [Lira et al. 2018]. They decompose existing 2D [Iarussi et al. 2015] or 3D [Lira et al. 2018] wire shapes into several Eulerian paths for easier fabrication. Our problem is distinct from theirs since we do not require an existing wire shape as input. Therefore we cannot formulate our problem as a Eulerian path finding procedure. Instead, we establish feasible paths via solving a DTSP [Punnen 2007]. But it is still possible to borrow their formulation by introducing a graph composed of feature curves extracted by existing techniques (e.g., line drawing rendering techniques). However, it is not clear which feature curves should be included in this graph. The Eulerian path travelling a large set of feature curves would result in complex structures (please refer to Section 6.1 for a more detailed comparison).

Another relevant topic is 3D reconstruction of wire shapes. Liu et al. [2017a] presented a method for reconstructing 3D wire shapes from multi-view images. Their follow-up work [Liu et al. 2018] solves a similar problem, but with a sequence of depth images as input. Wang et al. [2020] presented a method for 3D reconstruction of a wire shape from an RGB video. The camera motion associated to the video is estimated simultaneously. Hsiao et al. [2018] introduced a framework for creating multi-view wire shapes, which exhibit multiple contents in different views. Instead of reconstructing wire shapes in digital form, Yye et al. [2017] tried to facilitate the construction of wire shapes in real environments with the guidance of a mixed reality system. These works focus on the conversion of wire shapes from reality to virtual, or vice versa. In contrast, our framework aims to assist the design of novel wire shapes given a 3D surface model.

3 OVERVIEW

Our framework allows a novice user to design an abstract 3D wire artwork from a surface model. As illustrated in Figure 3, the typical workflow is as follows. The user first loads a surface model as guidance for the wire artwork design. He/she may select a camera view to reveal a desired shape of the model. The view-dependent features in this view will be captured and utilized in our algorithm. After running our automatic wire generation algorithm, a set of wire shapes will be returned to user for selection. After picking the most desired one, the user may perform subsequent edits on the wire shape if necessary. In the following, we will first describe the
4 AUTOMATIC WIRE GENERATION

4.1 Algorithm

**Observations.** Our algorithm takes a 3D surface model in the form of triangle mesh as input and automatically generates a set of 3D wire shapes. When devising our algorithm, we observe that a good abstract wire shape usually fulfills the following requirements.

First, the wire shape should be informative. It should capture sufficient features of a target shape so that people can easily recognize the underlying shape expressed by the wire shape. Figure 2 (middle) and (right) show two abstract wire artworks created by artists. Both of them are composed of curves resembling the feature lines of the shapes being depicted, e.g., the contours of deer and cat. Several online courses\(^4\)\(^5\) teaching children wire art making also suggest that the creation should start with drawing such feature lines (e.g., contours) of a target shape. Motivated by this observation, we focus on extracting wires from the surface of the input model. The extracted wires should capture the feature lines (i.e., ridges and valleys [Haralick 1983], suggestive contours [DeCarlo et al. 2003], and apparent ridges [Judd et al. 2007] in our implementation) of the model in a specified view.

Second, the wire shape should be concise. A wire shape with massive curves may faithfully retain the content of the input model, but will also cause visual clutter and lose the beauty of abstract art. This is also confirmed by the abstract wire shapes in Figure 2: the curves in those abstract wire shapes do not resemble the feature lines of the target shapes repetitively. A feature line is usually conveyed by a single segment of curve. This observation motivates us to devise a strategy to avoid repetitive exhibition of feature lines when extracting wires.

Third, the wire shape is preferable to have a simple structure, e.g., made of only one single wire. This is not only a requirement of abstract representation, but also reduces the work of wire connection and thus eases the fabrication process. This single-wire structure requirement coincides with the travelling salesman problem, i.e., finding a single-line path travelling given sites.

**Problem formulation.** Based on the above observations and discussions, we formulate the wire extraction process as a dynamic travelling salesman problem (DTSP) with dynamic distance measurement. To achieve this, we first extract a set of landmark sites on the surface, and find the optimal path travelling all of them along the edges of the input triangle mesh. The landmark sites determine which parts of the shape will be captured by the path. They are selected as the extreme points [Au et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2008] of the model (see Figure 3). We adopt the algorithm described in [Au et al. 2011] for automatic extraction of landmark sites in our implementation. Users may also directly add or remove the landmark sites for special design purposes.

Defining the optimal path as the shortest path passing all the landmark sites is reasonable since it coincides with the demand of single-wire structure of wire shape. However, directly solving the TSP would result in a path consisting a sequence of geodesic paths between pairs of the landmark sites. As illustrated in Figure 6, such geodesic paths often fail to capture desired feature lines of a target model and therefore damage the recognizability of the generated wire shape. In addition, the geodesic paths may gather on the surface of the model, leading to a redundant structure. To produce informative but not redundant wire shapes, we introduce feature attraction weights and path repulsion weights to warp the triangle surface implicitly (Figure 4) so that the triangle edges near the feature lines are shortened and the edges near an existing path are lengthened. When finding a geodesic path between two landmarks on the warped triangle surface, the path is naturally attracted by the feature lines and repulsed by the existing paths.

**Feature attraction weights.** To encourage feature coverage, we introduce feature attraction weights to warp the surface so that the triangle edges near the features are shortened and therefore the optimal path is attracted to the features. The weights are computed based on the 3D feature lines produced by the line drawing rendering techniques [DeCarlo et al. 2003; Haralick 1983; Judd et al. 2007]. After extracting these 3D feature lines on the surface of the model, we regard them as the sources to build a distance field on the surface using the heat method [Crane et al. 2017]. To define the feature attraction weights with this distance field, we first introduce the following modified logistic function:

\[
L(x) = \frac{a}{1 + \exp(-bx/\bar{l})} + (1 - a),
\]

where \(\bar{l}\) is the average length of the surface edges. \(a\) is the range parameter, which controls the range of this function, i.e., \(L(x) \in [1 - a/2, 1]\) when \(x \in [0, +\infty)\), \(b\) is the steepness parameter, which controls the rate of change of \(L(x)\). Then the feature attraction weight \(w_i\) for each vertex \(x_i\) of the surface mesh with the distance value \(x_i\) is defined as \(w_i = L(x_i)\). We define the weight function in the form of a modified logistic function due to its S-shaped characteristic: the function value changes fast within a certain range of \(x\) and stabilizes to 1 out of this range. This characteristic naturally constrains the warping effect within the neighboring region of the

\(^4\)https://www.incredibleart.org/lessons/high/kevan-wiresculpture.htm

feature lines. In our experiments, the input triangle meshes typically have around 8,000 vertices and we set the range parameter \(a = 1.8\) and the steepness parameter \(b = 0.5\) (i.e., \(w_i \in [0.1, 1]\), and the effect of these weights is mainly within the 5-ring neighbors of the features lines) in our implementation. Then the adjusted edge length \(l'_{ij}\) in the graph is computed as
\[
l'_{ij} = \frac{w+2w_i}{w+2w^*}l_{ij},
\]
Figure 4 (top) visualizes this warping effect with the feature attraction weights on a surface model. The edges around the feature lines are more shortened compared with those in the non-feature areas. The effects of parameters \(a\) and \(b\) for computing the feature attraction weights can be observed in Figure 6.

Path repulsion weights. The feature attraction weights guarantee that the optimal path captures the features of the input model. However, the optimal path may go through the same features multiple times and fail to reach a satisfactory level of total feature coverage. To address this, we introduce path repulsion weights to warp the surface so that the triangle edges near the existing path are lengthened. In this way, different parts of the optimal path will spread out, thus reducing the redundancy of the path and increasing feature coverage (see Figure 8 for the effect of the weights). During the optimal path computation, each time when it reaches a landmark site, the path repulsion weights are updated. Specifically, we first build a distance field by setting the existing path as sources. Then the path repulsion weight \(w_i^*\) for each vertex \(v_i\) with distance value \(x_i^*\) is defined by \(w_i^* = L(x_i^*)\). We also define this weight function in the form of the modified logistic function under the same consideration as in defining the feature attraction weights. Here we set the range parameter \(a^* = 1.98\) and the steepness parameter \(b^* = 0.5\) (i.e., \(w_i^* \in [0.01, 1]\)) in our implementation. This weight is used for lengthening the edges. The adjusted edge length \(l'_{ij}\) is computed as
\[
l'_{ij} = \frac{w_i^*+w_j}{w_i^*+w^*}l_{ij} \quad \text{(see Figure 4 (bottom) for the warping effect visualization with respect to an existing path (in blue)). Here the lower bound of \(w^*\) is smaller than \(w\), i.e., \(\inf \{w\} = 10 \inf \{w^*\}\), ensuring that the expanded path will be repelled by existing paths at the feature region. The effect of parameter \(a^*\) and \(b^*\) can be observed in Figure 8.

Note that, the default parameter values were used for generating all the wire shapes in the paper, except for those in Section 4.2. \(a\) and \(a^*\) determine the ranges of the feature attraction weights and the path repulsion weights, respectively. Their values do not depend on input models. \(b\) and \(b^*\) determine the effective area of the weights. The appropriate values of these two parameters are affected by the triangle resolutions of the input models. In this paper, the input models for all experiments are with around 8,000 vertices. We set \(b\) and \(b^*\) with a default value of 0.5 to restrict the effective area within the 5-ring neighbors of feature lines or existing paths.

Multi-path expansion for near-optimal paths. The classic TSP is already NP-hard. After introducing the feature attraction and path repulsion weights, the distances between pairs of landmark sites will dynamically change when the path reaches a new site, making this DTSP more difficult to solve. On the other hand, to generate an adequate number of wire shapes to satisfy different preferences, we need not only one optimal path, but a set of near-optimal paths. Therefore, we adopt a greedy strategy with simultaneous multiple paths expansion (see Figure 5). Specifically, we keep track of a set of paths \(P\) and let them expand to the unvisited sites simultaneously. In the following, we consider a path \(p \in P\) is a set of consecutive edges on the surface, i.e., \(p = \{e_i\}\). Initially, every site is considered as a starting site of a path \(p\) and is included in \(p\) as a special edge element. The paths yielded by all sites are included in \(P\). In each step, a path \(p \in P\) can potentially expand to \(K\) nearest unvisited sites and yield \(K\) expanded paths \(\{\Delta p_k\}\). \(\Delta p_k\) is the geodesic path between the current and a next site of path \(p\). In our implementation, we set \(K = 5\). To avoid exponential increase of the tracked paths, only a subset of the expanded paths will be retained to yield a new set of tracked paths \(P'\). The selection is based on their feature coverage score, defined by:
\[
c = \frac{\sum_{e \in \Delta p} l'(e)}{\sum_{e \in \Delta p} l(e)},
\]
where \(l'(e)\) is the edge length on the warped surface, \(l(e)\) is the edge length on the original surface. A small value of \(c_k\) indicates that \(\Delta p_k\) passes the regions with uncovered features, and therefore \(\Delta p_k\) is likely to be retained. We rank all the expanded paths according to their \(c_k\) and keep the top \(M\) to yield the new tracked path set \(P'\). We set \(M = 10\) in our implementation. This path expansion continues until all sites are visited. In the final round of expansion, all the generated paths are complete and they can be ranked in a global view.

The ranking of all generated paths is based on a global feature conformity error \(E_c\) and a path redundancy error \(E_r\) as defined by the following equation:
\[
E(p) = E_c(p) + \lambda E_r(p),
\]
where \(\lambda = 0.1\) in our implementation. Figure 9 shows the results when \(\lambda\) has different values. The global feature conformity error \(E_c\) measures the distribution similarity between the path and the feature lines of the model. We first compute two Gaussian fields \(F_p\) and \(F_f\) on the surface with a Gaussian density function \(g(x, \mu, \sigma)\), where \(x\) is the geodesic distance from a surface point to the path or feature lines, \(\mu = 0\), and \(\sigma = 4\) in our implementation. Then the global feature conformity error \(E_c\) is defined as:
\[
E_c(p) = \|F_p - F_f\|.
\]
We simply adopt the $L_2$ norm to measure the difference between these two fields, instead of more sophisticated measurement like the earth mover’s distance [Solomon et al. 2014], due to the high efficiency of $L_2$ and comparable performance. The path redundancy error $E_r$ measures how repetitive the path is when expressing the features of the model. We first compute a set of Gaussian fields $F_{Δp}$, where $Δp$ are the expanded paths during the expansion of path $p$, i.e., $Δp \subset p$. Then $E_r$ is computed as:

$$E_r(p) = \|F_p - \sum_{Δp \subset p} F_{Δp}\|.$$  

Then the top $M$ paths with the smallest $E(p)$ will be returned as the candidate wires.

**Spline curve fitting.** The returned paths are composed of triangle edges and may have jagged shapes. We adopt $C^2$ interpolating splines [Yuksel 2020] with a Bézier interpolation function to obtain a more visually pleasing wire. This method guarantees the fitted curve is $C^2$ continuous. During curve fitting, we first select the vertices on the path with high curvature values (larger than $1/l$ in our implementation) as control points. After selecting these control points, we then evenly select vertices (with interval value $s/3$ in our implementation) on the path as the remaining control points.

**Tree-like wire generation.** Our algorithm generates wire shapes consisting of one single wire. It can be easily extended to generate wire shapes with a tree-like structure. This is achieved by simply allowing the path expansion to occur in the previously visited landmark sites, instead of the current one. We can also control the number of this middle part path expansion in the algorithm to generate wire shapes in desired structures. For example, if we allow the middle part expansion to occur once, the resulting wire shape will have two branches. Please see Figure 7 for illustration.

**4.2 Effects of Parameters**

In general, the parameters in the aforementioned algorithm control the feature coverage and structure conciseness of the generated wire shapes. In this section, we investigate and discuss the effects of parameters under non-default values.

**Effects of feature attraction weights.** These weights control how the path covers the feature lines on the model. According to Equation (1), $w_i \in [1 - a/2, 1)$. To ensure that $w_i$ is positive, the reasonable range of $a$ is $[0, 2)$. A small $a$ will reduce the edge shortening effect at the feature region. When $a = 0$, the generated path approximates to the geodesic path (slightly different due to the influence of the path repulsion weights) on the unwarped surface. $b$ controls the effective area of the edge shortening effect, and its range is $[0, +\infty)$. A small $b$ (close to 0) will span the effective area to the whole model, and a large $b$ (larger than 10) will shrink the effective area around the feature lines. Both cases will invalidate the edge shortening effect. Figure 6 illustrates the impact of $a$ and $b$ under different values. Note that $a^*$ and $b^*$ remain the default values in these results. For clear comparison, the order for visiting the landmark sites is fixed in this experiment.

**Effects of path repulsion weights.** These weights control the redundancy of the generated paths. A small $a^*$ will reduce the edge lengthening effect at the path region. The effect of $b^*$ is similar to that of $b^*$ Figure 8 illustrates the effects of $a^*$ and $b^*$ under different values. Note that $a$ and $b$ remain the default values in these results. For clear comparison, the order for visiting the landmark sites is fixed in this experiment.
Effects of $E_c$ and $E_r$. The global feature conformity error $E_c$ measures the distribution similarity between the path and the feature lines of the model. The error will be large if a large number of features are uncovered, or a large portion of the part is at the non-feature region. The path redundancy error $E_r$ measures how repetitive the path is when expressing the features of the model. The error will be large if the path has a lot of self-overlap. $\lambda$ controls the relative contribution of these two errors. Figure 9 illustrates the effect of $\lambda$.

5 USER INTERFACE

Figure 10 shows the prototype of our framework. The left window displays a 3D surface model and a selected wire shape. The 3D surface model is rendered in a semi-transparent mode to avoid visual obstruction of the wire shape. The interactive editing is also performed in this window. The user can rotate the camera with an Archball-like interface. The right part contains several small candidate windows, which display the automatically generated wire shapes in the same view as the left window. To select a desired wire shape, the user may click the corresponding candidate window and click the confirmation button. Then the selected wire shape will be displayed in the left window for subsequent edits. We provide the following wire addition, manipulation, and erasure tools to the user (see Figure 10).

Addition. We provide a free drawing tool for wire addition. The user may draw a free-form curve on the surface of the model with this tool. After finishing the drawing, this curve will automatically connect to a pre-selected control point of the existing wire. The connection is realized by a geodesic path and the endpoint with a shorter path is selected for connection. This tool also enables a path expansion effect by simply drawing a point.

Manipulation. We provide three tools for wire manipulation. The first manipulation tool is an attraction tool. The user may draw a curve close to the existing wire, and the nearby segment of the wire will be attracted to the curve without breaking its structure. The second tool is a smoothing tool. The user may paint on a segment of the existing wire with a smoothing brush, and the painted segment will then be smoothed. The third tool is a direct manipulation tool. The user may directly move the selected control points for wire manipulation.

Erasure. We provide an erasure tool for wire erasure. The user may paint on a segment of the existing wire with an erasure brush to remove this segment. To avoid destructing the wire structure, we allow the wire to be erased from the endpoints only.

Curve specification before wire generation. Typically, the above interaction tools are used after getting an automatically generated wire. Alternatively, the user may also specify curves on the surface of the model with these tools before the wire generation. The specified curves will be treated as special landmark sites in the path expansion procedure, i.e., each curve should be passed via the endpoints. In this way, the user may control the local details of the wire without concerning the structure of an entire wire shape. Figure 11 shows the effect of specifying curves before wire generation.

Fabrication plan for manual realization. The wire shape produced by our framework can be processed with the method in [Lira et al. 2018] to obtain segments fabricable by a wire bending machine. However, this procedure usually breaks the integral structure of our single-line wire shape. On the other hand, manually bending the wires to reproduce a wire shape is not easy especially for novice users due to the lack of spatial and structural cues [Yue et al. 2017].
To address this problem, we generate a fabrication plan for manual realization of wire shape. Given a digital wire shape, we first decompose it into several segments, each of which is near-planar. This is achieved by a simple hierarchical clustering of the points on the wire. Then we project each segment on its associated plane, while keeping the segments connected. This results in a new wire shape with piecewise planar structure. Each planar part of this new wire shape can be printed to guide manual realization. The user can bend the segments consecutively with one single wire, and fine-tune the relative position of neighboring segments to obtain the fabricated wire shape. Figure 16 shows three fabricated wire shapes. A fabrication plan can be found in the supplemental materials.

6 EVALUATION

We have tested our framework extensively with various 3D models in different categories. Figure 1, 15, and 18 show the representative results generated by our framework. To evaluate our framework thoroughly, we have conducted the following experiments. First, we compare our wire generation algorithm with a baseline method, i.e., creating wire shapes by connecting the curves generated by the line drawing rendering techniques. We adopt the simulated annealing algorithm [Iarussi et al. 2015; Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Lira et al. 2018] to solve the curve connection problem. Second, we conducted a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of our framework. The study was composed of two parts. In Study I, a number of participants were invited to create wire shapes with our framework. It was designed to investigate the usability of our framework, with and without the automatic wire generation module. In Study II, the wire shapes created with and without the automatic wire generation module were evaluated by another group of participants.

6.1 Baseline Comparison

To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar computational framework for abstract wire shape design from a 3D model. Existing works [De Goes et al. 2011; Gori et al. 2017; Mehra et al. 2009] are able to produce abstract curve networks from 3D models, but their results have distinct abstraction styles compared with our single-wire shapes. A straightforward attempt to generate single-wire shapes is to connect the 3D curves generated by the line drawing rendering techniques. However, it is unclear how to form a reasonable connection between the scattered curves. Lira et al. [2018] and Iarussi et al. [2015] provided solutions for finding Eulerian paths in 2D and 3D curve networks, respectively. We extend their algorithm to solve the curve connection problem. Specifically, we first extract 3D curves by using ridges and valleys, suggestive contours, and apparent ridges. The long curves are retained and short curves are discarded as outliers. To achieve a similar setting in [Lira et al. 2018] and [Iarussi et al. 2015], we consider the curves as edges and their endpoints as junctions. In addition, we redefine the join operator such that it can be applied to any two junctions and introduce a connection error by the geodesic distance between these junctions. We then apply the simulated annealing algorithm [Kirkpatrick et al. 1983] to obtain a final graph. In this graph, if two curves share a junction, the corresponding endpoints are connected by a geodesic path on the surface model.

Figure 12 shows several comparison results. Note that the results generated by our algorithm were selected from the candidates and no wire editing was performed after the selection. For the simple case, e.g., the Butterfly, this baseline method is able to generate an acceptable wire shape, though the shape of the result is relatively fixed. For more complex cases, e.g., the Locust and the Piano, it is notable that the wire shapes generated by the baseline method exhibit over-complicated structures. This is due to the following reasons. First, the shapes of the input curves are fixed. Connecting them might introduce some redundant paths. In addition, the connection paths may also gather on the surface, leading to visual clutter. Second, although the short curves have been filtered out, the input curves may still be messy. Keeping all curves in the final wire shape results in a complicated structure. Our algorithm takes the feature lines as soft constraints, thus avoiding introducing redundant paths. Our approach adopts feature coverage to satisfy the feature constraints, thus preventing messy curves. For both the simple and complex cases, our algorithm is able to generate wire shapes with concise structures.

6.2 Study I: Usability Study

This study aims to investigate the usability of our framework. We did not include other techniques in this study since there was no similar computational framework for creating such abstract wire shapes. To better examine our framework, we tested it in two different configurations, i.e., with and without the automatic wire generation module. In the following, we denote these two configurations as WireRec (short for wire recommendation) and NonWireRec, respectively. In both configurations, the participants were allowed to use the interactive tools provided by our framework for wire shape creation.
Participants. We recruited 12 university students to participate in this study: 10 males and 2 females, aged 21 to 26. 6 of them were familiar with 3D modeling tools, such as Autodesk 3ds Max. 4 of them had good drawing skills. One participant had tried the creation or design of wire shape. All the participants got paid after this study to compensate their time.

Apparatus. The study was conducted on a PC with Intel Xeon 2.1GHz processor and 32GB RAM. A Wacom Cintiq 22HDT interactive display with both touch and pen input was connected to the PC as the input and output device. A mouse was also provided. The participants were recommended with pen input for easier curve drawing. They were allowed to switch between mouse and pen inputs freely. The touch input was disabled to avoid misoperation.

Task. The task was free creation of wire shapes with given 3D models as guidance. We provided 10 models with different complexities (see Figure 13). The models were differentiated in 5 pairs, i.e., Ant and Locust, Running dog and Walking dog, Sun flower and Palm, Dining chair and Folding chair, Butterfly and Hawk. The pairing was according to the similarities or categories of the models. Each participant was asked to create one wire shape for each model, in either WireRec or NonWireRec. The configurations for the models in a pair were different. Therefore each participant created 10 wire shapes, 5 in WireRec configuration and 5 in NonWireRec configuration. The overall configuration of models was counterbalanced across all participants, so that the wire shapes created in the two configurations were equal for each model. In total there were 5 (model pairs) × 2 (configurations) × 12 (participants) = 120 trials, each of which produced one wire shape.

This task design was based on the following considerations. First, the wire shape creation was an open-ended task and the planning was critical. It was not wise to let a participant create the wire shapes from the same model twice, since the second creation would be greatly affected by the first one. Second, the pairing of models guaranteed that the wire shapes created by a participant in two configurations had similar complexities, and thus reduced the influence of the configuration setting on a participant.

Before the study, the participants were introduced to our framework, including the automatic wire generation module and the interactive tools. After they understood all the functions of our framework, they could try to create a wire shape from a simple Dolphin model, in both WireRec and NonWireRec configurations. This tutorial session lasted approximately 15 minutes. During the study, the participants were asked to create the wire shapes consecutively and a short break was also allowed. The orders of the configurations and the models were both counterbalanced across all participants. The whole study lasted around 1.5 hours on average for each participant.

Performance measures. During the study, the following information was recorded: the completion time of individual trials, the number of curve editing operations (curve addition, manipulation, and erasure), and the number of general operations (camera manipulation, redo, and undo). The created wire shapes were stored for further evaluation. We also collected the feedback from the participants, including rating the interactive tools and automatic wire generation module.

Results. Figure 13 plots the statistics of the core information recorded in this study. It was not surprising that in WireRec configuration, the participants spent less completion time (171.4s vs. 587.8s on average), performed fewer general operations (72.8 vs. 248.0 on average) and fewer curve editing operations (11.7 vs. 175.9 on average) to create a wire shape. The unpaired t-test also confirmed that there existed significant differences between WireRec and NonWireRec configurations in the completion time, the number of general operations, and the number of curve editing operations for almost all models. Please see the supplemental materials for the p-values of the unpaired t-tests.

In general, the completion time and the operation number were proportional to the complexity of the model in NonWireRec configuration. For example, the participants spent less time and performed fewer operations when creating wire shapes from the Sunflower, Butterfly, and Folding chair models. For Sunflower and Butterfly, the curves could be added in a small number of views and the planning of the curves was simple. For the Folding chair, the curves could be
was not complex at all. It is possibly because the participants tended with the default landmark sites and did not edit them, except for the WireRec (3.83 on average). All the participants commented that "(4.63 on average), though the interactive tools could be improved (negative) to 5 (positive) after they finished the task. The rating scores (see Figure 13) showed that the majority of the participants were quite satisfied with our algorithm (4.63 on average), though the interactive tools could be improved (3.83 on average). All the participants commented that "the algorithm is indispensable since it saved a lot of time". A participant with good drawing skills commented that "the returned wires are in general satisfactory, but I still need to fine-tune the curves to achieve a more perfect result". Several participants with 3D modeling experiences commented that "I feel the interactive tools in general are intuitive to use"; "when I drew the ears of the Walking dog, the curve was projected on the head if it slightly exceeded the contour. I expect to improve the system so that it can determine the correct surface for projection".

6.3 Study II: Visual Evaluation

This study aimed to visually evaluate the wire shapes created in WireRec and NonWireRec configurations in Study I and find out whether our framework was comparable with the manual design.

Participants. We invited another group of participants to help this study. In total 40 university students participated: 36 males and 4 females, aged 22 to 34. 11 of them reported that they had art design background.

Task. The task was to rate the wire shapes after observing them. The participants were asked to rate wire shapes in three aspects, i.e., recognizability, aesthetics, and wire structure rationality. Here the wire structure rationality was based on the conciseness and feature coverage. The score was from 1 to 5, where 1 means negative, 3 neural, and 5 positive. The wire shapes to be rated were displayed via a 3D viewer. The participants could rotate the camera to find the best view to observe the wire shapes. We found that it was challenging for a participant to rate the wire shapes in a stable standard if only one wire shape was displayed at a time. Displaying multiple shapes to be rated would help the participants to give more consistent scores. Nevertheless, displaying too many shapes might introduce visual clutter and confuse the participants. We thus decided to display 6 wire shapes at a time to achieve a balance. These 6 wire shapes were created from the same model, with half created in WireRec and the other half in NonWireRec configuration. Each participant was asked to rate 6 wire shapes per model and 60 (instead of 120 to avoid fatigue) wire shapes in total. The combination of the wire shapes for display were counterbalanced so that each wire shape was rated by 20 participants.

Results. Figure 14 plots the statistics of the scores. Each score is the average score of 6 wire shapes created in WireRec or NonWireRec. For most of models, the wire shapes created in WireRec received higher scores than those created in NonWireRec, except for the Palm, the Butterfly, and the Hawk. The unpaired t-test on the wire shapes created in two configurations confirmed that there existed significant difference in these cases: the aesthetics score (p = 0.008) and the structure rationality score (p = 0.005) for the Sunflower. This indicated that our algorithm was able to generate wire shapes comparable to or even better than the manual designs of the users.

Most recognizability scores of the models in both configurations were larger than 4, except for the Running dog, the Walking dog, and the Folding chair. This fact confirmed that the abstract wire shapes were able to express desired content in most cases. For the
Running dog and Walking dog, although the corresponding wire shapes might be recognized as animals, it indeed needed some efforts to determine their exact contents. For the Folding chair, the wire shapes were not able to capture the distinctive features of this model, e.g., the seat surface, making observers difficult to associate the wire shapes with the folding chairs. Almost all recognizability scores of the wire shapes created in WireRec and NonWireRec were undifferentiated, except for the Walking dog. We found that the wire shapes of this model created in NonWireRec were in relatively low qualities, therefore damaging their recognizabilities. Please see the 3D wire shapes in the supplemental materials for more details.

The wire shapes created in WireRec generally were more visually pleasing (the scores were larger than 3.5 for all models). This was mainly because these wire shapes generally had more concise structures and smoother curves. Some participants in Study I tended to draw all details of the wire shapes in NonWireRec. The curves drawn by the participants with inadequate drawing skills might be jagged even after the spline fitting. For the Palm, the Butterfly, and the Hawk, the wire shapes in NonWireRec received higher scores. This was due to the following reasons. First, these models had simple structures and the participants could pay more attention on drawing the curves. Second, more details could be captured by the drawings, e.g., the leaves of the Palm, the wings of the Butterfly, and the claws of the Hawk.

The structure of the wire shapes created in WireRec were more reasonable for the majority of the models (the scores were larger than 3.5 for all models except for the Walking dog). For the Palm, the Butterfly, and The Hawk, their wire shapes created in NonWireRec configuration were considered to have better structures due to the following reasons. First, as discussed before, these wire shapes had better feature coverage since the drawings captured more details of the models, e.g., the leaves of the Palm. Second, some wire shapes indeed had more concise structures, e.g., several participants in Study I only drew the outline of the Butterfly, resulting in a recognizable wire shape with simple structure. However, our algorithm was actually able to generate a similar wire shape, but some participants in Study I just ignored it and selected others (please see the wire shapes created in Study I in the supplemental materials). The wire shapes of the Walking dog created in WireRec received 3.41, mainly due to the low feature coverage at the head part of the Walking dog.

It was also notable that the professional skills and the aesthetic perceptions of the participants greatly affected the quality of the created wire shapes in both configurations (See the supplemental materials for more detail). Figure 15 shows 2 wire shapes with the highest scores in two configurations for each model. These results again suggested that our algorithm was able to produce comparable or even better wire shapes.

6.4 Fabrication

We invited two volunteers to fabricate given digital wire shapes with our fabrication plans (see Figure 16). Neither of them had tried the fabrication of wire shapes. The fabrication process lasted approximately 15 to 45 minutes, depending on the complexities of the wire shapes. They confirmed the effectiveness of the fabrication plan when fabricating simple wire shapes, e.g., the Bunny and the Bicycle. The printed plan provided cues for bending the wires on a plane. However, they also commented that it was quite challenging to fabricate a complex wire shape, e.g., the Piano in Figure 1, 12, since it had a large number of planar segments, and it was confusing to fine-tune the relative positions of the connected segments. This fact reminded us that it would be interesting to design a folding algorithm so that the folded wire shape can be fabricated by a wire bending machine, and the desired wire shape could be obtained by deforming the folded wire shape. Please see the fabrication plan of the Bunny (Figure 1) in the supplemental materials.

6.5 Limitations

Our framework does not always produce wire shapes with high recognizability (e.g., the Running dog, the Walking dog, and the Folding chair in Study I). Our multi-path expansion approach tends to return wires with smooth curves, therefore discarding the local...
We formulate the wire generation problem as a DTSP with a dynamic time warping (DTW) alignment. This problem could be alleviated by smoothing such models in a curve projection algorithm to achieve intelligent projection effect. As future work, we plan to further improve our framework according to the feedbacks from the user study participants, e.g., including the curve correction function in the framework, improving the curve projection algorithm to achieve intelligent projection effect. It would be interesting to further improve the interactive tools by leveraging cognitive or perceptual information from users, making the framework adaptive to different individuals. Another future work is to design a wire folding algorithm to make wire shapes produced by our framework fabricable by wire bending machines.

This will further increase the practical usage of the wire shapes with a single-wire structure.
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Fig. 18. Gallery of 3D wire shapes produced with our framework. Each wire shape is rendered in two views. Bottom: two wire shapes are produced for each model. All these wire shapes are with a single-wire structure.